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Introduction

What is our traditional food?
One sunny Saturday sometime in the late 1970s, I was walking through Cardiff when a
young couple stopped me by the medieval church of Saint John and asked for advice.
They explained that they lived in London and had come down for the day on the train.
Having visited the castle and strolled around Cathays Park, they were looking forward to
a nice dinner. “Where can we get some real Welsh food?” they asked me.
I was quite taken aback. I didn’t know of any restaurants specialising in ‘Welsh’ food.
That’s because there weren’t any. It wasn’t on anyone’s radar. Apart from the Indian,
Italian and Chinese eateries which had supplanted our native cuisine by the end of the
previous decade, there were a few pubs offering something with chips and a motley
collection of cafes and snack bars serving the time-honoured fry-up. Nothing that they
couldn’t have found in London or anywhere else in the British Isles. The nearest thing to
a local delicacy that I could think of was a faggots and peas stall in nearby Cardiff Market
but that was hardly the kind of place for lovebirds on a romantic away-day excursion. I
thought for a moment and directed them to the Louis Restaurant towards the bottom of
Saint Mary Street, near the Old Brewery. It wasn’t exactly a ‘Welsh’ restaurant, but they
did have a good selection of home-cooked style meals served by housewives in aprons. I
suggested roast lamb followed by tea and Welsh cakes.
As I was to find later when travelling around, Cardiff was by no means unique in its lack
of local food outlets and I often found myself asking someone where could I find typical
Danish, Dutch, Swedish, Belgian, German or whatever food people normally ate there
when they weren’t in one of the places offering tasty treats from all parts of the globe.
“Ah,” they would say. “You’re looking for the kind of food that we cook at home, but you
won’t get it here. You have to go to someone’s house.” To their credit, some did invite
me home to eat, looking as shamefaced as I’d been that my home town didn’t offer its
own food. Even in southern Europe, food in tourist resorts was often of the nondescript
‘Continental’ variety deemed acceptable to visitors. Only fairly recently have the various
regions of the Iberian Peninsula started to take pride in their distinctive local cuisines. In
contrast, the countries whose culinary customs have replaced anything local in our high
streets (Italy, Greece, India, China) don’t make a big thing of serving local dishes. They
just serve ‘food’. Their own food. They don’t see the need for any other kind. Italians
do not go looking for Michelin-starred restaurants in Bologna or wherever. Why would
they? They just want home-cooked grub. Greeks don’t hanker for the next global taste
fad. It wouldn’t occur to them. When Indians and Chinese talk about styles of cooking,
they mean Punjabi compared to say Bengali, or Mandarin to Cantonese, not whether
they prefer pizza to pilau or doner to dim sum.

What would you choose for your last ever meal?
This question is often asked in interviews, particularly of anyone involved in cooking. A
variation on that theme is asking them to name food heaven and food hell, of course. I
lived abroad for some years — in Cape Town and then Madras. I grew very fond of the
Cape Malay cuisine and South Indian food is hard to beat. A South Indian spread would
be ideal for a condemned prisoner’s last meal as it would take the whole day to finish, a
traditional breakfast followed by the dinner-time set meal and, finally, evening tiffin. A
real food heaven to prepare for the next world! As tempting as those options are, they
are mere pretenders compared to the food on which I was raised. My mother, the late
Viola Day, was a typical no-frills housewife who created culinary masterpieces every day
of her life with hardly a glance at a recipe or even a measuring scale. She never needed
a chopping block to cut anything. Housewife’s natural dexterity was sufficient — a gift
that was passed down from generation to generation. She had learnt all housekeeping
skills from her mother, who had learnt them from her mother before her. Her mother
had taught all her children how to cook and, in turn, my mother taught all her children
how to cook. Nothing fancy, just good tasty wholesome nourishing food. Cooked from
fresh ingredients. First of all, we learned how to cut up vegetables whilst helping out in
the kitchen, and then progressed to cooking them. Then we learned how to prepare
and cook the meat or fish. How to make gravy and sauces. How to make pastry. How
to make cakes. Printed recipes weren’t part of the curriculum. You learned to cook by
instinct. By taste, feel and smell. From the heart. With respect. With love. For that, I
will always be grateful to my beloved mother.
During my years abroad, my inherited cookery skills had stood me in good stead and I
knew that I would never go hungry for want of someone to make me a hearty meal. I
was quite capable of doing that myself, thanks to Vi. Naturally, whilst living overseas, I
was exposed to other styles of cooking and had assimilated some local customs into my
repertoire. For a while after returning, I still hankered after those more exotic flavours
and sometimes took the liberty of preparing foreign dishes for myself and other family
members in the hallowed ground of Vi’s own kitchen. When offered some, she would
invariably decline the pleasure. She preferred her own food, cooked in her own way by
her own fair hand. Nobody could fault that, least of all my father. As Vi would tell me
on occasions after that great man had passed on, “Your father was always very satisfied
with my cooking.” So he was. And so was I or, rather, so I came to realise after taking
over the cooking duties during the final years of Vi’s very long life. I put my pretensions
aside, concentrated on cooking tasty, nourishing meals as I had been taught and found
my way back to food heaven. The food that Mam taught me to cook.

Seasonal food
During my stay in Madras, someone who was studying the six-year course to be a doctor
of traditional Indian medicine, Ayurveda (literally, ‘life science’), asked me what fruit and
vegetables did we eat in Wales. I thought for a while and answered, “Anything and just
about everything”. As a large part of Ayurveda involves regulating the digestive system
by eating compatible foodstuffs, she was horrified. Whereas previously we had eaten
according to the seasons, the invention of refrigeration and development of the global
economy mean that we can have pretty much anything we want from anywhere in the
world at any time of the year. When our own fruits are out of season, we get them from
abroad. I remember as a child getting pomegranates as a treat around November, but I
see them in the shops at other times now, too. I’m sure that one of the secrets to Viola’s
longevity was her fondness for fruit and veg. She would always buy whatever fruit was
in season—apples, pears, plums, strawberries, oranges, peaches, apricots, grapes and
melons. Those are not all native fruits of course, but we only got them at certain times
of the year. In the same way, we only had peas, broad beans, kidney beans, cabbage,
cauliflower, tomatoes, lettuce, cucumber and root veg in season. New potatoes came in
at the start of September. Everyone remembers the Harvest Festival celebrations around
that time, of course.
We’re now told that the Mediterranean diet is good for us—especially plenty of salads. I
can remember eating a lot of salad when I was growing up, but only in the summer. Our
tea on a Saturday would normally be cured meats accompanied by salad in summertime
and pickles during the rest of the year. Vi would not normally cook anything stewed or
braised in summer as
root veg was not readily
available. I can’t claim
that she never used any
frozen peas or tinned
tomatoes but, as a rule,
when fresh vegetables
were available in season
then that was what she
would normally use. It
isn’t hard to shell peas
and broad beans, chop
cabbage or cut kidney
beans if you know how!

B.C. (Before ‘Convenience’)
My mother, Vi, was born in the early 1920s into a closely-knit
community of terraced dwellings served by a myriad of small
shops, markets, stalls and door-to-door tradesmen where the
horse was still the main method of carting goods around the
inner-city streets. The milkman, coalman, rag-and-bone man,
drayman and many others all relied on horse-drawn transport.
Money was tight in a bankrupt country whose confidence and
coffers had been steadily drained by the huge effort needed
to prevail in the recent global war. The carnage was still fresh
in everyone’s mind and the pathetic sight of disabled veterans
selling matches or pencils from tin cups was an all too potent reminder of the sacrifice.
Vi’s mother had five children to feed, as well as her own mother who lived there, not to
mention an ever-expanding flock of waifs and strays who sought and received shelter in
the house after fleeing various domestic crises. One of Vi’s childhood memories was of
her mother’s answer when she asked her why she looked so perplexed, “I’m just trying
to think of what we’ll have for dinner tomorrow.” Needless to say, they did have dinner
the next day because my Nana knew how to make a penny do the work of threepence,
and turn sixpence into a shilling. Vi would often admiringly say of her mother that she
could create a dinner out of nothing. That was a talent she passed on to her daughters.
When I was growing up during the 1950s and 60s, supermarkets were scarcely a reality
and, even by the dawn of the 1970s, were still something of a novelty. On the modern
estate where we lived was a shopping precinct where housewives could still shop in the
old-fashioned way by visiting the grocer, greengrocer, baker and butcher or fishmonger
in turn. All fresh, very little packaging and most of it prepared on the premises. If that
reads like a promotion for green utopia, it isn’t meant to be. It’s just a description of the
way things were. Not many married women worked full-time and, in some professions,
they’d been forced to leave their jobs after getting wed. Some, like Vi, worked part-time
in shops or kitchens. Vi had worked shifts in a munitions factory throughout the Second
World War, making shells for naval guns. Many of her contemporaries had also been ‘in
munitions’ or served in the armed forces. After the war, they put that behind them and
concentrated on raising families just as their forebears had. I remember them referring
sometimes to ladies who worked full-time as ‘career women’. A housewife’s lot was not
an easy one in the first decades after the Second World War. Labour saving devices had
not yet become commonplace and the old chores still had to be done by hand each and
every day. I remember Vi having to clean out the fireplace first thing every morning.

Housekeeping
Young newlyweds would normally live with their
parents or in rented rooms in the days just after
the Second World War. After some time on the
council’s waiting list, they would eventually go to
a rented house on one of the new estates being
built. This was a total change to the lives they’d
known during their inner-city upbringing. A new
house with parlour, dining room, kitchen, toilet,
three bedrooms and a bathroom. This was real
luxury compared to what they had been used to.
They could cook with gas stoves and grills rather
than the old hearth ovens, so meals would be a
little different. Their new houses also had front
and back gardens and, though the barbeque was
still some years away, the new tenants could still
grow their own veg just as they’d done before.
Nobody should get the idea that the life of a full-time housewife in the post-war era was
a leisurely one. Chores had to be done in the old-fashioned way as there were no steam
irons, automatic washing machines, tumble dryers or dishwashers. As for cooking, there
were no blenders, food processors, microwaves or freezers either. There was no central
heating, so a fire had to be made. First of all, the embers of the previous day’s blaze had
to be cleaned out from the grate. Then, coal had to be brought in from the coalhouse in
a scuttle before lighting a new fire with some wood and newspaper for kindling. Then, a
cup of tea might be in order. I remember sitting in the kitchen with my mother as a very
small boy, drinking a cup of tea with her at the table before she went on with her other
chores. Monday was usually washing day—boiling the clothes in a tub, then wringing all
of them out with a mangle before putting them on the line (weather permitting). Later,
the clothes would have to be aired in front of the fire on a clothes horse—a rickety old
contraption that was apt to fall over and discard its load into the hearth if you were not
careful. No wonder they had so many house fires in those days. All that coal dust made
a mess of course, so the place had to be swept and dusted regularly. A chimney sweep
would come every so often, so that would create more dust even though he used to try
his best to keep everything clean by putting dust sheets down. There were dangers for a
curious toddler like me with boiling water in washtubs and open fires, so the housewife
had to have eyes in the back of her head as she went about her daily household chores.

Home cooking
Morning was always the busiest time for my mother, especially weekday mornings. She
would have to make breakfast for the family, then get my brother and sister off to school.
Like most housewives of the period, she would go across to the shops every day because,
apart from the fact that our facilities for keeping food fresh were limited, the daily visit to
the shops was an essential social contact with other shoppers as well as the shopkeepers
who knew their customers’ names and preferences very well, of course. Vi would usually
have an idea of what she would be cooking for dinner after discussing it with my father as
he left for work, with her final choice depending on what she saw in the shops. Our main
meal, which we called ‘dinner’, was always at midday and we would all sit at the table as
a family to eat together. Afterwards, we would go back to school for the afternoon and
my father would go back to work. Even after my brother and sister left school and began
working, they would still come home at dinner time. My father was working a bit farther
away from the house by then, but he had bought a car so always drove home at midday
for his dinner. I remember him saying that the breakup of the family unit generally began
when they stopped eating together, all coming in at different times for food and eating off
trays rather than at the table. Besides his keenness for us all to eat our main meal seated
together around the table at midday, my father had another important reason for coming
home for his dinner—he really loved his wife’s cooking and looked forward to enjoying it.
Before I started school, I’d had a few close
shaves around the house owing to a child’s
inquisitive nature, so Vi preferred to keep
me in her sight at all times. Because of this,
I would be close to her in the kitchen as she
prepared dinner, sometimes getting a piece
of raw carrot, cauliflower, cabbage or even
potato to munch on. I still like raw veg but,
at that age, I liked it a lot more than cooked
veg so I suppose that Viola was just making
sure that I got all of my vitamins one way or
another. Even as a child, I enjoyed playing
with pots and pans and wasn’t too happy if
Vi took them off me to start cooking! There
was one rule we all had to know about Vi’s
kitchen, though. She was the boss, it was
her domain, so you did as you were told.

Savouries

Soup or stew?
One traditional food that comes straight to
mind is a pot of soup with doughboys. We
always called it ‘soup’, although others call it
‘stew’. It’s even on menus in pubs nowadays
under the name ‘cawl’ which simply means
‘soup’ in Welsh. Some television cooks have
also had a go at making it lately and, just as
with other traditional staples everywhere in
the world, nobody can agree on the cooking
method or the ingredients. We can only agree that there is probably no such thing as an
‘authentic’ version of any dish. I’ve seen quite a few recipes for this soup, stew, cawl or
whatever you want to call it. Some say that you should use only lamb, whereas others
recommend beef. Suggested vegetables are swedes, carrots, turnips, celery, onions and
even garlic—not forgetting the humble potato, of course. Every one of the recipes that I
have seen tells you to start off by browning the meat in butter or oil. This is where these
recipes and their authors start losing touch with reality. Cooking oil is a recent import to
these islands. My mother started using it towards the end of the 1970s but never really
embraced it, and eventually went back to using lard or butter. She had learnt to make a
pot of soup from her mother of course, and they definitely had no oil in those days apart
from castor oil or maybe the olive oil that they used to warm up and pour into their ears.
Vi’s method is simple and tasty. Put shin beef or neck of lamb into a large saucepan halffull with cold water, adding a stock cube, large chopped onion, salt and pepper. After it’s
come to the boil, simmer for an hour before adding a parsnip and carrots. After another
hour, add the potatoes and then put the doughboys in about a quarter of an hour before
serving. Celery can also be added if it’s available, but it’s optional. What isn’t optional is
the parsnip as that’s essential for flavour. Those who don’t like parsnips can put a whole
one in and take it out before serving. Vi would never make soup without using parsnip.
After three hours, the meat will be really tender
and so tasty. Browning the meat gives the soup
a quite different quality, supposedly richer but,
in fact, rather greasy. Browning the vegetables
will tend to make the soup sweeter, especially if
you fry the parsnip. Once the pot is simmering,
just check it once an hour as you add each layer
of ingredients to produce a memorable meal.

Delicious doughboys
Almost every country has its own version of the
humble dumpling, or ‘doughboy’ as we used to
call it. Its original function was as a filler in the
days when meat was not so plentiful. My Nana
would usually have made soup with some bones
bought from the butcher for a penny rather than
shin beef or neck of lamb. Nothing was wasted
in those days. That’s when the doughboy came
into its own, just like Yorkshire pudding or the pastry crust on pies. In fact, making some
doughboys is just like making shortcrust pastry. Strictly speaking, you should use suet but
suet was always in short supply during both world wars, so they used whatever else came
to hand as a substitute—margarine, butter, lard or a combination of any of those. They’re
so easy to make—just put some self-raising flour into a bowl, add seasoning together with
a knob of margarine or butter (or both) and
a pinch of baking powder. Work everything
together with your fingers until you get the
consistency of breadcrumbs, then add just a
little water to make a dough before forming
it into balls. Put the doughboys in the fridge
until you’re almost ready to dish up the soup
(they’ll need about ten to fifteen minutes in
the pot to cook). You’ll now see the wisdom
of not browning the meat as your broth will
be clear so that the doughboys can absorb it much better and swell up into the fluffy balls
of savoury delight that top off any stew or casserole perfectly. Vi also used to make them
with braised steak, where cooked dinner meets stew, and would take the lid off the oven
dish for the last few minutes just to let those
doughboys brown a bit. After I started school
Vi got a part-time job in a bakery and would
not be home in time for dinner on Thursdays
as they had to finish the baking. That became
our day for soup, which she would prepare in
the morning before going to work and leave
in a pot on the stove. I remember my father
warming up the soup and solemnly adding
the doughboys while we waited hungrily.

Dinner in half an hour
Towards the end of her life, carers used to visit Vi a
couple of times a day to help her wash, dress and
undress. Many of them were interested in the old
photos of her when she was younger and would ask
about her interests. Whenever she mentioned that
she was fond of cooking, the stock question would
be, “What’s your signature dish, Vi?” I would often
answer that for her by saying that my mother could cook anything but was especially good
at ‘cooked dinners’. Vi did not have a high opinion of housewives who served a lot of fried
food to their families. She considered them lazy cooks. Consequently, we were brought up
on cooked dinners. Friday was fish day but, even then, it might be steamed or poached fish
with boiled potatoes rather than fried cod and chips, especially as my father was not really
fond of chips. The cooked dinner was the main part
of Vi’s repertoire and cooking that sort of meal was
second nature to her. In her prime, she could cook
a dinner in just twenty minutes but by the time that
these photographs were taken, she was in her midnineties so went at it in a slightly more leisurely way
by giving herself an extra ten minutes for preparing
the veg. Even so, cooking a meal in half an hour is
pretty good for a 95 year old, to say the least.
Vi is shown cooking lamb chops here. She has fried the chops in a pan first, then put them
in the oven for ten minutes together with some parboiled potatoes for that Sunday roast
effect. After making lamb gravy in the pan with water from the veg, she dishes up a rather
smaller helping for herself and gives the rest to yours truly. Like most cooks of her time, Vi
used minimal seasoning, letting each ingredient ‘speak’ for itself rather than muffling it in a
cacophony of herbs and spices. This is spring lamb and is so fresh that it would be a crime
to use anything but salt, pepper and perhaps a tiny
pinch of rosemary to bring out the flavour. Herbs
and spices are often used to disguise the taste of
stale or sub-standard ingredients, but Vi wouldn’t
use anything that wasn’t fresh. That’s why, even in
the age of the supermarket, she preferred to shop
every day. Her well-trained eye would scan all the
goods on display and she might feel them as well
for texture before deciding what to buy that day.

Cooked dinner meets stew
One of my favourite winter dishes when I was
at school was braised steak. That was a meal
guaranteed to make my mouth water as I ran
home from school at midday. Braised steak is a
bit like stew, but cooked in the oven. You need
a dish like this one on the right, ideally. Then, a
nice piece of braising steak and chopped onion
together with salt and pepper, stock and some
water to cover it all. Place in the oven on a medium heat for an hour, then add carrots—
sliced lengthways—and put back in the oven for another hour, adding water if necessary.
If you’ve made doughboys, put them in about a quarter of an hour before serving. In this
case, the potatoes and veg are cooked on the stove, as you would if doing a cooked dinner
such as lamb or pork chops. Sprouts, cabbage or
broccoli go well with this meal. After dishing up
the meat and carrots, Vi would thicken the gravy
by adding a paste of flour and water. The water
must be added to flour in the bottom of a cup to
do this (do not add flour to water as you will end
up with lumps). Nowadays, gravy granules are a
very convenient way of thickening any sauce, of
course. Vi would sometimes put some granules
in from the start and allow it to thicken slowly.
If you want a richer version, then brown the steak first in a pan with chopped onions and
celery before sprinkling in some gravy granules and pouring water over it all. Transfer to a
casserole dish, season and place in the oven. You might want to add garlic and bayleaf for
a more exotic taste. Vi was not averse to using bayleaf in casseroles and stews, especially
in her later years. She began to experiment with garlic but would never fry the onions and
garlic together as this creates a nasty smell both
in the kitchen and on your breath. So, if you will
add garlic to this dish, it’s better to put it in with
the carrots rather than fry it with the meat and
onions. When I was growing up, the doughboys
were an essential part of this dish and Vi would
often leave the lid off the pot for the last five or
ten minutes to let them brown. My father used
to have English mustard as an accompaniment.

Getting on the gravy train
Gravy is the crowning glory of any cooked
dinner and making it is so much easier now
since gravy granules were invented. That’s
not to say that making gravy the traditional
way is particularly hard, especially to the old
style housewives like my mother Vi to whom
it was second nature. Most cookbooks will
recommend using plain flour but I cannot
remember seeing my mother using any kind
of flour other than self-raising. After frying
the meat in a pan, just put a good forkful of flour into the fat and mix into a paste. Then,
let it cook for a minute or two so that the finished gravy will taste of the meat rather than
the flour. Your paste should be smooth and
adding some butter will usually ensure that
there are no lumps. Generally, if there are
any lumps in the paste, there will be lumps
in the gravy! After cooking out your paste,
the next step is to add the water from your
potatoes or other vegetables, just a little at
a time stirring as you go so that you end up
with a lovely smooth sauce to pour on the
dinner. The meat juices in the pan ought to
be dark enough to give the gravy its colour
but if you want it darker, just add a little gravy browning on the tip of a teaspoon (take it
easy with this ingredient as it’s concentrated and too much will ruin all your efforts). The
same process is used to make cheese or parsley sauce except that you start off by melting
butter in a pan, then mixing in the flour and
adding milk instead of vegetable water. As
the sauce thickens, you season it and then
put in your main ingredient be it cheese, or
parsley or whatever else you fancy. After a
while, making sauces in the traditional way
becomes a pleasure rather than a chore and
they are much nicer than the packet mixes,
without the unnatural taste of preservatives
and colourants. Try it for yourself and see!

Minced beef magic–cottage pie
This was one of Vi’s stock winter dishes and,
as a warmer in cold weather, it’s very hard
to beat. It’s so easy to make, too. Minced
beef, onion, carrots and stock simmered for
about an hour and seasoned with salt and
pepper. Add bayleaf for extra flavour, if you
wish. In the old days, they would just have
boiled all the ingredients without bothering
to brown the meat, but Vi preferred to fry
the mince first as it gives the filling a richer
texture. There’s really no need to use oil as there is plenty of fat in the mince already,
though you can add some butter if you like. Just keep stirring it as you fry to stop it from
burning and sticking to the saucepan. Then add the onions for a little more frying before
pouring in some stock. Avoid frying those
carrots, unless you like them sweet. If you
don’t, they go in after the stock has come
to the boil. Chop your carrots fairly small
for this filling and don’t forget seasoning.
While it’s simmering on the stove, peel
and boil some potatoes, then mash them
when cooked. Take your cooked filling out
of the saucepan with a straining spoon and
put it into a greased oven dish. Spread
your mashed potatoes over the top, score
with a fork and brush with some butter before baking it in a medium hot oven for about
half an hour, or until brown. Add cold water to a forkful of flour in a cup and use that to
thicken the broth left over in the saucepan.
This will be your gravy. Serve with any greens
such as sprouts or broccoli. The best
condiment to accompany this is English
mustard. Shepherd’s pie (the same dish, but
made with minced lamb) and champagne has
become fashionable at trendy garden parties
these days. As Vi’s son-in-law was Mallorcan,
she would say that cottage pie and cava were
every bit as good, and perhaps a little better.

Minced beef magic—rissoles
Rissoles are sometimes called Viennese
steaks or Salisbury steaks. They are not
to be confused with gourmet burgers, as
some are apt to do. Chop half an onion
very finely, then mix with minced steak in
a bowl with salt and pepper, breadcrumbs
and an egg to bind. There’s no need to do
the mixing with your hands, a fork is quite
adequate. Vi would always crack the egg
in a cup first to make sure that it was still
fresh. Pouring a rotten egg into the bowl
would spoil all the other ingredients, of course. Put the mixture in the fridge whilst you
prepare the veg. After chilling for about half
an hour, it will be quite firm. Now you need
to get your hands in to split the mixture into
equal portions. Roll them into balls at first,
then turn them over in flour until they are
nicely coated before pressing them into the
distinctive rissole shape. About 10 minutes
on each side in oil, lard or butter will be just
right. Then, fry the other half of the onion
with them before making the gravy. Vi used
to put some parboiled potatoes in to brown
at this stage, as well. After making the gravy, the rissoles can go back into the pan for a
minute. Broccoli, peas or kidney beans go well with this meal. English mustard is good
to bring out the flavour in the meat. If you
still want to eat burgers after this, you are
doing something wrong. Spice addicts can
add some paprika, curry powder, chillies or
cayenne pepper to the mixture. Garlic and
wine can be added to the gravy for a little
Mediterranean flavour, together with a few
herbs. You don’t have to eat it as a dinner.
Cook chips if you must or even, need I say
it, eat your rissole in a bap with sauce!

Minced beef magic—pastry
Rather than topping a minced beef filling with mashed potato as in cottage pie, you can
always make a shortcrust pastry lid instead. This was one of my very favourite dinners
when I was in school and, if I knew that we would be having it that day, I used to run in
eager anticipation all the way home at midday. Instead of using an oven dish, Vi would
spread the filling over a dinner plate and then put the pastry topping over it to make a
kind of tart, although I always called it ‘pie’. I still love it now, served with kidney beans
and boiled potatoes, not forgetting that rich gravy. My father would always have English
mustard, which is a traditional accompaniment. Vi later used the minced beef or lamb
formula for more adventurous dishes such as lasagne, moussaka and pasta Bolognese. I
remember when Bolognese pasta dishes became part of the British menu in the 1960s.
The housewives would discuss the best way to cook this exciting addition, suggesting all
sorts of ingredients to help capture that elusive authentic taste, but Vi always managed
to create a culinary masterpiece without ever moving far from the cottage pie formula.
When I worked in Bologna some years later, I was surprised to discover that Vi’s recipe
was closest to the original Raghu Bolognese—onions, carrots and celery fried with beef
and smoked pork (Vi would use smoked bacon) and then simmered in stock. No garlic
and no tomatoes, but add puree at the end to thicken. It’s a real winner, and so tasty!

Bully for me—hash and pasties
Corned beef hash is a real winter warmer,
and so ridiculously easy to make. I made it
once while lodging with a family and they
enjoyed it so much that my landlady asked
for the recipe. It was a bit embarrassing to
be fair—potatoes, onion, a tin of bully and
a tin of baked beans. It does open the door
to greater delights with any leftovers, that’s
for sure. Vi belonged to a generation that
wasted nothing so, if we had corned beef
hash for dinner, I was quite sure that there would be corned beef pasties to take to work
or school the following day. Vi wouldn’t even discard the fat trimmed from the corned
beef after it came out of the tin. She would
heat it in a frying pan with onions and then
make gravy. Anyway, here’s the ‘recipe’ for
what it’s worth. Boil potatoes and onion in
a saucepan (adding salt and pepper) before
mashing them together with a tin of corned
beef. Place the hash in a dish, score the top
with a fork and put in a hot oven to brown.
In the meantime, heat the beans and make
the gravy (if desired) with the water used to
boil the potatoes. This is best enjoyed with
brown sauce and lots of crusty, buttered bread. If you like it spicy, a bit of curry powder
or garam masala in the beans will work wonders. Anything cooked in the oven is sure to
be very warming in cold weather since it
retains its heat for longer. Vi often used
to make a little extra which was put aside
for pasties. Leftover hash is just begging
to be wrapped in shortcrust pastry and
baked for half an hour in a hot oven. If
there are any beans left over, they will go
just as well with pasties as with the hash.
English mustard or brown sauce are good
accompaniments. Alternatively, a homemade pasty next day in work is a treat.

Bully for me—corned beef pie
Of course, just as with cottage pie
filling, you can take corned beef
hash to another level simply by
adding shortcrust pastry topping
to create corned beef pie, one of
my brother’s all-time favourites
that Vi would often make for him
to enjoy at home even after he’d
got married and was bringing up
a family of his own. I wondered
why he used to visit so often!

Just as with corned beef pasties,
a pie can be enjoyed either hot
or cold so is ideal for parties and
buffets. We used to have it for
dinner with baked beans, just
like with hash, and later at tea
time with salad or pickled onions
and beetroot, depending on the
time of year. English mustard is
the ideal accompaniment to
bring out the taste of the filling.

Shortcrust pastry corned beef pies
have become a popular takeaway
item at bakeries, butchers and chip
shops where they are divided and
sold per slice. It’s much cheaper to
make your own and, although the
versions available in shops may be
quite tasty, nothing beats the fresh
flavour of a home-made pie which
has not long come out of the oven.

Pork paradise
The pig is a much-maligned animal if you stop
to think just how much many of us depend on
it for our food. The pig gives us so much and
all we can do is insult the poor creature. Our
meals with Vi would often be based on pork
whether it was ham, bacon, sausages, liver or
chops—not forgetting roast pork for Sunday
dinner once in a while. I always use to look
forward to roast pork on Christmas Eve with
Vi’s home-made pickles such as onions or red
cabbage. That was especially good when I got a bit older as it went so well with a drop of
beer, cider or wine. During the summer, the emphasis would be more on cured versions
to go with our salads and, of course, the ham sandwich is still a staple today. Just like her
mother before her, Vi’s favourite cold meat
was roast pork. She would often buy other
pork products such as polony or brawn from
the butcher but the treat she liked best of all
at teatime was a roast pork sandwich with a
packet of crisps, followed by a banana and a
cup of tea with biscuits. Give that to her or
my Nana and they wouldn’t call the Queen
their aunt (not sure what the significance of
that saying is, but it was a stock phrase that
they often used to describe a perfect day).
Roasts were surplus to requirements after the children had flown the coop, but one cut of
pork that would often be on the menu for Sunday dinner was belly. It can be braised in a
rich gravy but Vi’s usual way of cooking pork
belly was to brown it in a pan first and then
finish it off in the oven together with some
parboiled potatoes. Served with a bit of red
cabbage and washed down with a glass or
two of vintage cider, this is a truly tasty way
to enjoy a roast dinner without having to go
to the trouble and expense of buying a large
piece of meat. Like other cuts of pork, sage
and onion stuffing will enhance the flavour.

Better bangers
“Give us a bash of the bangers and mash
me mother used to make!” Fair enough,
but why settle for plain old bangers and
mash when you can have sausage dinner
with potatoes, greens and delicious rich
onion gravy? This dinner was one of Vi’s
specialities and the secret to creating it is
to use good quality sausages made at the
butchers rather than in a factory. If you
have that in place then it’s the old, tried
and trusted cooked dinner method. Fry the sausages in a pan while boiling the potatoes,
then put the greens on and add onions to brown with the bangers. Gravy can be made
either the traditional way with flour or with
gravy granules and then the sausages can be
put back into the pan to simmer in the gravy
for a few minutes. Guaranteed that this will
be much more satisfying and warming than
eating tepid bangers and mash. Add sage to
the gravy and parsley to the vegetables for a
traditional taste but, with the modern trend
for spicier flavours, fresh or dried ginger can
be fried with the onion and even chilli flakes
or garlic can be added as well, although it is
best not to add the garlic until after the gravy has been made as garlic and onions cooked
together will create a chemical reaction that results in the familiar powerful smell in the
kitchen and on your breath. Butchers shops these days offer a wide variety of their own
freshly made sausages of course, so you don’t
have to settle for plain pork bangers as they
now offer pork and leek, pork and chilli, pork
and black pepper or pork and chives to name
but a few, not to mention the regional types
such as Cumberland and Lincolnshire. Also,
you can use any of those kinds of sausages as
an alternative to braising steak in a casserole,
similar to the cassoulet made in France.

Lovely liver
Offal is not for everybody, it has to be said.
My sister hated it and my father was not so
partial to it either, though he loved the way
that Vi turned it into a dinner. Liver usually
comes from three main sources—ox, lamb
and pig. Ox liver is the cheapest and often
the toughest so needs a lot of cooking (just
like oxtail). Lamb is less tasty but far more
tender (the fillet steak of offal) and is often
cooked with bacon for extra flavour. This is
considered the quintessential combination,
liver and bacon. Vi only ever used pigs liver and that was for two main reasons. It was not
as tender as lambs liver when fried, but would be after a few minutes simmering in gravy,
and its taste was far stronger, obviating the
necessity to add bacon. Vi was brought up
in an age when money was tight, so always
had one eye on home economy. This dinner
was a real winter favourite for me and there
was an added bonus as I would always get a
bit more liver since my father and sister did
not fancy it much, though they would eat all
the rest of the dinner. Some people braise
liver in the oven but Vi’s 20 minute dinner is
the best way for me. The first step is to cut
up and boil the Swedish turnip (or ’swede’) that traditionally accompanies this meal. After
simmering that together with some potatoes, chop the liver, roll it in flour and fry it gently.
Then add onions till tender. Make the gravy
with the swede and potato water, putting a
little water aside to cook your greens (usually
sprouts or beans). While you’re mashing the
swede and potatoes, let the liver and onions
simmer in the pan for a few minutes. Timing
is everything so, ideally, your greens will now
be ready together with tender, tasty liver and
delicious mashed swede and potato topped
with an incredibly rich gravy. It’s a winner!

Offaly good
One of our favourite winter dishes was faggots
and peas. Anyone who likes liver should also
enjoy faggots as offal is one of the ingredients.
If you are going to make this dish however, it
must be pointed out that anything other than
proper faggots made at the butchers will be a
total waste of time. Frozen factory-made ones
from a supermarket are not the genuine article
and so will never do justice to this meal which,
though very simple, is extremely nourishing as
well as incredibly tasty (as long as you like liver, of course). Most butchers shops will only
make faggots on certain days of the week and they sell out very quickly, so it’s just as well
to find out when they’ll be making them to avoid a fruitless journey. Many cooks prefer to
do faggots and peas in the oven these days
but they wouldn’t have been done like that
years ago as most cottages did not have an
oven. In any case, if you buy faggots fresh
from the butcher, they’ve just come out of
the oven so don’t really need more time in
there. Vi’s method was very simple. Place
the faggots in a large saucepan with water,
a stock cube and seasoning. Take it easy on
the salt and pepper though, as the faggots
should already be well seasoned. The peas
can either be tinned or the dried variety in a packet, which have to be soaked overnight in
water and bicarb and will become mushy when cooked. Vi always used tinned marrowfat
peas and would put the water from the tin in with the faggots which she would simmer for
about an hour before adding the drained peas
and then serving after ten minutes. The broth
will be rich and thick by then so you can either
enjoy your faggots and peas as a dinner with a
helping of mashed/chipped potatoes or simply
as a stew eaten with lots of bread. There used
to be stalls selling bowls of faggots and peas in
many indoor markets years ago. Faggots from
the butchers are also delicious in sandwiches.

Ham, sauces and soups
Another of my old favourites is boiled ham.
Not from a supermarket deli counter, but
cooked on the stove at home. It couldn’t
be easier—just put a joint of ham into a pot
of water, season and bring to the boil, then
simmer for an hour or so. Take it out and
let it cool for a few minutes before carving
and you have the basis for a very tasty and
nutritious meal. If we had it with potatoes
and cabbage, Vi would make parsley sauce
for the ham. If we had it with potatoes and cauliflower, she would make a cheese sauce
and bake the vegetables in the oven, usually adding some onion to the cauliflower and
potatoes while parboiling them in the saucepan. Either way, this is a delicious meal and
so simple to make. Any ham left over can be
used to make sandwiches for later or the next
day, or sliced to enjoy on a plate with pickles
or salad depending on the time of year. The
traditional accompaniment to ham sandwich
or salad is English mustard, of course. Also,
according to the old ‘waste nothing’ principle
with which Vi was brought up, I knew that if
we had boiled ham one day, we would have a
pot of pea and ham soup the next. It would
be a crime to throw away the water in which
the ham was boiled as it’s now become a rich stock ready to be used for a thick, hearty
soup. If your ham joint came with a bone, that bone will go back into the pan as well and
then add pretty much whatever needs to
be used up—onions, carrots, potatoes and
celery with a little seasoning and usually a
stock cube for extra flavour. Traditionally, a
bone would be boiled with onion before
adding split peas. Vi always kept pulses to
use in soups. Pearl barley thickens a soup,
and lentils can make a delicious meat-free
soup with stock, seasoning and vegetables.

Fish Friday
My mother was a great lover of fish as well as
all kinds of seafood, although she would very
rarely ever eat shellfish at home, as fond as
she was of cockles, mussels, whelks, shrimps,
prawns, lobster, crab and such like. That was a
treat reserved for eating out or daytrips to the
seaside where crab sandwiches would often be
sought after. At home, she would cook fish at
least once a week and often more. It could be
a nice fillet of hake wrapped in flour and fried
in lard, haddock steamed or poached and then
adorned with butter or boiled cod in parsley sauce. Chips were not the accompaniment of
choice in many cases, especially as my father wasn’t really fond of them. We would most
often have boiled or sautéed potatoes and
peas or kidney beans with our fish dinners.
Vi knew that fish should not be overcooked
as too much cooking will ruin the taste and
texture. There is an art to cooking fish just
right, and Vi had mastered it. When fish is
fresh and is then cooked perfectly, it needs
no heavy adornment of herbs and spices to
make it more appetising as a rule, although
boiled cod goes well with a drop of parsley
sauce and stronger fish such as mackerel or
herring can be cooked in the oven wrapped in foil or greaseproof paper with some onions,
vinegar and seasoning. Vi would also buy smaller fish such as sprats or whitebait over the
weekend and wrap them in flour before frying them quickly and serving them up in a dish
with a bowl of salad. Grilled plaice was also a
favourite as was dover sole. Tinned fish also
had its place—sardines on toast and salmon
sandwiches with cucumber. Vi would never,
ever buy pink salmon, and tuna was beyond
the pale. The main thing that I learned from
my mother about cooking fish was that a nice
piece of fresh fish needed minimum cooking
time and additives. Fish curry is not an option.

Steak Saturday
Who does not enjoy a nice juicy steak with
chips, and perhaps a few onion rings? Steak
was a treat that Vi would give us occasionally
for Saturday dinner. Pinbone or sirloin would
be the cut of choice. Some people preferred
fillet steak in those far-off days before we got
the vacuum pack, but Vi always said that its
tenderness was no substitute for the flavour
it lacked. Our other favourite Saturday meal
for dinner time was a fry-up. Not just any old
fry-up, but a sumptuous plate of ham (a thick
frying ham that has long since disappeared from butchers shops) with egg, tomatoes and
black pudding as well as a few chipolata sausages and maybe even some fried potatoes to
top it all off. Steak was generally done as a
cooked dinner, fried with plenty of onions,
then served up with mashed potatoes and
beans topped with a rich, thick gravy. Just
writing about it makes my mouth water all
these years later. When I returned home
to live, Vi was quite happy to put her feet
up and let me cook the steak on Saturdays
owing to my having spent many years in a
country with a well-established barbecue
culture. Steak must not be cooked slowly,
but rather quickly in a very hot pan with little or no oil. Just a couple of minutes on each
side is enough. Too much cooking, and all the juices will end up in the pan so then you’ll
have to make gravy just to get some flavour
back. Steak is not only about beef, either. It
could also be pork or lamb steaks. Pork will
need more cooking, of course. Since we are
blessed with some of the world’s best lamb in
Wales (the best, according to my mother and
her mother), we would be missing a trick not
to take advantage of that. I cook lamb steak
just like a beef steak, then put it in the oven
to rest while the potatoes and beans cook.

Sunday roast
This is the aspect of our traditional home cooking that appears to have survived longest as
it’s staple fare in most pubs every Sunday. Actually, roast dinner was not usually eaten of
a Sunday when Vi was learning how to cook since most homes were without an oven and
so food was generally cooked in a pot over the fire, hence the popularity of stews. At one
time, a beef or lamb stew would be served as three courses with the broth first, then the
meat and vegetables and, finally, the doughboys as dessert usually with buttermilk poured
over them. Whenever roast dinners were prepared for festive occasions, the joint or bird
would be taken along to the local baker who would put it into his oven along with a lot of
others from that street. By the time that I came along in the mid-fifties, Vi and her sisters
were all living on the newly built housing estates so were equipped with ovens and doing
a roast dinner every Sunday. Everybody would look forward to that weekend dinner. It
would often be rolled fore rib of beef, or perhaps shoulder/leg/breast of lamb or juicy leg
of pork with all the trimmings. We would always have roast potatoes, usually parboiled to
soften them a little first, together with cabbage or cauliflower, peas or beans, carrots and
even boiled or mashed potatoes as well as the roasted ones. Poultry was quite dear (or, if
you are a child of the modern age, ‘expensive’) and so chicken was a real treat, which was
probably why I used to enjoy it so much since we rarely had it. My father would insist on
all the appropriate sauces to accompany the meat. For beef, it was horseradish. Lamb, of
course, would be mint which we used to gather in the garden. Then pork would be served
with apple sauce. My favourite was bread sauce with the chicken. Vi used to make all her
own sauces in those days and they were delicious. As she grew older, Vi saw less need to
cook a roast dinner every Sunday just for her and my father, so would often cook chops or
steak though still with some roast vegetables, just for effect. As grandparents, my mother
and father were often invited to their children’s or grandchildren’s houses on a Sunday as
well as on festive occasions, so Vi was cooking fewer and fewer roast dinners. One dinner
that she would still cook occasionally however, was brisket of beef as she was so fond of it
still. Preparing brisket is easy really, just
cook it slowly in stock for a few hours in
a covered roasting tin together with an
onion, carrot and celery stick. You can
serve it with any veg you like as well as
Yorkshire pudding. The stock makes a
fantastic gravy and, if there’s any meat
left over, it will make a superb stew or
curry. Otherwise, enjoy it in a bap with
pickles. Horseradish sauce is a must!

SWEETS

Some favourites
Many people have an activity that they will
turn to for relaxation. My father used to go
into the garden for an hour or two, even if it
was just to do a bit of weeding. My mother’s
favourite ways of chilling out were knitting or
baking. She would often silently get up from
her chair and go into the kitchen to knock up
a stock favourite, especially if there were any
spare ingredients such as milk, eggs or butter
to use up. Many a time I came in from work
or school to find the product of Vi’s di-stress
therapy cooling on the worktop. Simple items such as fairy cakes that Vi had prepared so
often that she could probably have done it in
her sleep. She wouldn’t usually bother with
any fancy toppings on her fairy cakes, but as
they were fresh out of the oven, they hardly
needed adornment. Perfect with afternoon
tea when Vi would relax in an armchair and
do a crossword puzzle or watch an episode
of her favourite soap opera. Much as I liked
Vi’s fairy cakes however, her scones were in a
class of their own and took afternoon tea to
a whole new level, especially when jam and
cream were there to accompany them. On the other hand, a warm oven-fresh scone split
in half with butter spread over the insides is simply delicious. Another staple that was so
easy for an accomplished housewife cook such as Vi was the pikelet which was not strictly
speaking a baked item, belonging to an age
when cakes were most often cooked in pans
or on griddles as ovens were not standard
equipment in most homes. Nonetheless, it
must be said that the humble pikelet more
than holds its own in more exalted company
and has the advantage of being so easy and
quick to make. Mix flour, eggs, milk, sugar
and baking powder, drop spoonfuls of your
batter onto a bakestone, turn when brown.

Some more favourites
On occasions though, Vi would go out into the
kitchen for a more intense workout if she was
feeling bored, tense or both. This kind of more
detailed baking would usually involve fruit and
one of her best products was undoubtedly the
moist fruit cake known in Welsh as ‘teisen lap’.
Originally, before the days of ovens in cottages,
this type of cake would have been baked by the
fire in a cast iron casserole pot or Dutch oven as
it is sometimes called. Vi learned how to make this cake from her grandmother during her
childhood and never called it anything else but teisen lap. Owing to its moist quality, it was
very popular with industrial workers such as
miners and foundrymen as it tended to stay
fresher in their lunch boxes. I can vouch for
that myself as I would often take a piece of
this delicious fruit cake to work the following
day to enjoy with my mid-morning tea. Such
a treat. Vi was also a dab hand at making a
traditional boiled fruit cake which was very
popular with all her children, grandchildren
and great-grandchildren. No visitor, be they
family or friend, would ever decline the offer
of some of Vi’s boiled fruit cake. I remember that she used to make one especially for her
eldest grandchild to take back to his university digs where he would keep it in a tin under
the bed during term time, eating a piece or two each day until it was gone. Vi didn’t make
boiled fruit cake that often and, when she did, it didn’t last long especially when the kids
came visiting. Vi’s ‘party piece’ was trifle and
my father was very fond of it. I remember his
reaction to being prescribed soft food toward
the end of his life. “Oh, my wife makes lovely
jelly.” I certainly used to enjoy Vi’s jelly and
blancmange at childhood birthday parties. It
was only later that I acquired a taste for her
homemade trifle but, by then, she rarely did
them, saying that it was no longer worth the
effort as supermarket trifles were so cheap.

Welsh cakes
For housewives of my mother’s generation,
the Welsh cake was a standard part of their
repertoire. Even today, anyone visiting local
pensioners’ clubs is bound to get a chance to
sample homemade Welsh cakes. Every lady
has her own way of making them, some with
sugar and some without. Some with spices or
plain. Most of the younger generation regard
Welsh cakes as a treat that their Nana used to
make. Something to be remembered fondly,
but no longer made at home since they are available in any bakers shop and even in most
supermarkets these days. The important thing to remember here is that homemade Welsh
cakes taste so much better than the ones you see in shops for the simple reason that they
don’t contain any of the additives which are
deemed necessary to prolong the shelf life
of baked goods. My mother’s Welsh cakes
were in a class of their own in my unbiased
opinion and, fortunately, she passed on her
recipe to me so that I could take on the job
of making them when kitchen work became
a bit heavy for Vi toward the end of her very
long life. After sampling a cake from one of
my early batches, Vi’s eldest grandson said,
“Alright, but they’re not as good as Nana’s!” Well no, of course. They’ll never be quite as
good as Nana’s, but at least I’ll never have to go to the baker if I feel like a Welsh cake as I
can just as easily make my own using half a pound of self-raising flour and about half that
amount each of butter/marge and currants,
plus a little sugar, an egg and some milk for
mixing. A pinch of baking powder is needed
as well. Vi never put sugar on her cakes, but
always added nutmeg to the mix and therein
lies the secret of her distinctive brand. They
were delicious. My father used to prefer his a
little darker, so Vi would leave some on for a
bit longer. Welsh cakes taste best straight off
the bakestone, washed down with a cuppa.

Pancakes
The other item that was an essential part of
every Welsh housewife’s dessert menu is the
humble but delicious pancake or ‘crempog’
as they are known in Welsh. This is a treat
traditionally consumed each year at the start
of Lent which is why Shrove Tuesday became
Pancake Day. In fact, we did not know it by
any other name until we were taught about
Lent in Sunday School and were told sternly
to refer to that day as Shrove Tuesday rather
than Pancake Day. Anyway, pancakes taste so good that they definitely don’t deserve to be
enjoyed on only one day of the year. Luckily, my mother was very partial to them so would
often knock up a batch at tea time. The first step in making pancakes is to mix batter with
flour, milk, an egg and a pinch of salt, beating
it very briskly until you see bubbles in the mix
which should be of a medium consistency, not
too runny yet not too thick. You can gauge it
by lifting your fork out of the batter. It should
be thick enough to stick to the fork for a while
before slowly running off. Then, you need to
heat a frying pan and melt a knob of lard into
it before ladling in some of the batter. Frying
pancakes is an art, especially tossing them to
brown the other side. My mother was 94 in
these pictures, and still an expert both at cooking and tasting pancakes. Before turning a
pancake over, you need to sprinkle some currants onto the half-formed surface which will
then absorb them. After sliding the finished
pancake onto a plate, just add some sugar
and a squeeze of lemon juice, then roll the
whole thing up like a carpet to be eaten on
the spot either with a fork (the posh way) or
simply picked up and guzzled. I remember
that Vi would usually make a lot of batter
on Shrove Tuesday so that we would get a
pancake after dinner and then another one
or two at tea time. What a wonderful girl!

Blackberry tart
This is a dessert that definitely is only
available for a limited time each year,
although you can make similar tarts at
any time, especially if you need to use
up any overripe fruit. Obviously, your
first step in making a blackberry tart is
to go out and pick some ripe fruit. The
best time is at the end of August or the
start of September. You may be lucky
and have some in your garden, which
is always a blessing. After picking your
blackberries, soak them overnight in a bowl of salted water then rinse before simmering
them gently in a saucepan with a cooking apple and some sugar till soft. The lid is made
from shortcrust pastry as explained in the section on doughboys. Lift the cooked fruit out
of the saucepan with a straining spoon and lay it out in a sided plate or dish, then roll your
lid on and put the tart into a medium oven until brown. Leave to cool a little, then enjoy it
with cream, buttermilk or custard and a drizzle of the juice that you left in the saucepan.

Vi’s legacy
My mother, Viola Day, was a typical housewife of her generation. She brought her family
up on wholesome, nourishing, honest-to-goodness homemade food that sustained them
in all seasons and all types of weather. She had many dishes in her repertoire, both sweet
and savoury, and I’ve tried to do justice to her skills by describing the ones that are fondly
remembered by me and others in her family. As well as cooking delicious food for us all at
home as we were growing up, Vi taught her children to value the benefits of fresh produce
bought and consumed in season. She loved fruit and vegetables and knew when each sort
would be at its best. She kept the fruit bowl well stocked, didn’t let us have a lot of sweets
and rarely bought pop. She taught us all how to cook and was always ready to give advice
to her grandchildren if they asked for it. “Nan, what’s the best way to cook………………....?”

